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TRACE continues to archive images. Our limited minimalist (now) digital archive magazine 
features a series of images and art of our travels and more. We are still accepting rolling LOI 
applications for recommended volunteers, and participants for 2022/2023. Treks towards the next 
quarter of our creative process continues its shifts with mapping and weaving the old with new.   

Join the Society of Friends Book Club | August 1st makes the 7th month, 20.286 week; 212th day, 
with 5,088 hours and 305,280 minutes and 18,316,800 seconds and counting as there is much to 
accomplish.  

The upcoming Social Society of Friends is loosely a part of Creators, Writers and Readers 
Society and is looking forward to the Pop-up Social Meet and Greet at one of our favorite Hotels. 
Stay tune for the private-public invite.  

Finally, Camp Conference would have taken place in one of the regional national Parks; the fires 
in California limits the scope of distance to travel. We are resetting the site: Camp Conference 
will take place in two segments indoor/outdoor. It will be held during the turn of fall August 
/September 2022. A writing, language, arts, theater, and performance workshop is on the agenda. 
A number of other topics are also scheduled for discussion and it includes the focus of one of the 
projects.   

Reminder: If you do not have your letter of release to participate, you will not be accepted into 
the program. You may participate in a limited capacity with the French and Spanish language & 
Cultural arts seminar/workshop/class, but you will not be able to travel or participate at Camp 
Conference event(s). For those who did not accomplish this assignment, you must attach the 
release from the health care provider to your application. It must release you to participate and it 
must state your accommodation(s) required; if for some reason, your accommodation can’t be met 
we want to seek alternatives, recommendations, but need to know in advance.  

Travel Residency is in motion. Check your message board for Fall TRACE Calls for 
Submissions. See and review the attached FAQs. Send your final questions before our first meet.  

Keep at your practice, passion and creating.  

                                             
Onward, 

Artist/Author/Creative Director/Curator 

Imani Maryahm Harrington    


